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Abstract

Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) has proven to be a popular technique for performing voxel-

wise statistical analysis that aims to improve sensitivity and interpretability of analysis of multi-

subject diffusion imaging studies in white matter. With the advent of advanced diffusion MRI 

models – e.g., the neurite orientation dispersion density imaging (NODDI), it is of interest to 

analyze microstructural changes within gray matter (GM). A recent study has proposed using 

NODDI in gray matter based spatial statistics (N-GBSS) to perform voxel-wise statistical analysis 

on GM microstructure. N-GBSS adapts TBSS by skeletonizing the GM and projecting diffusion 

metrics to a cortical ribbon. In this study, we propose an alternate approach, known as gray matter 

surface based spatial statistics (GS-BSS), to perform statistical analysis using gray matter surfaces 

by incorporating established methods of registration techniques of GM surface segmentation on 

structural images. Diffusion microstructure features from NODDI and GM surfaces are transferred 

to standard space. All the surfaces are then projected onto a common GM surface non-linearly 

using diffeomorphic spectral matching on cortical surfaces. Prior post-mortem studies have shown 

reduced dendritic length in prefrontal cortex region in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder 

population. To validate the results, statistical tests are compared between GS-BSS and N-GBSS to 

study the differences between healthy and psychosis population. Significant results confirming the 

microstructural changes are presented. GS-BSS results show higher sensitivity to group 

differences between healthy and psychosis population in previously known regions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Gray matter based spatial statistics method (GBSS) was first proposed to study the cortical 

microstructure development of preterm human brains [1]. This method adapted the tract-

based spatial statistics (TBSS) [2] framework to overcome partial volume contamination in 
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diffusion measures within cortical microstructure where spatially transformed individual 

cortical measurements are projected onto the mean cortical skeleton by searching in a 

direction perpendicular to the cortical skeleton identifying maximally probable cortical 

voxels. Unlike TBSS - where projection was based on high fractional anisotropy (FA), 

GBSS seeks voxels with high probability of GM. This approach was customized as NODDI-

GBSS (will be called as N-GBSS in rest of the paper for ease of reference) in a recent study 

[3] to take advantage of indices provided in NODDI in segmenting the GM instead of using 

T1 weighted images. GM concentrations are then used along with FA to construct “T1-like” 

images in diffusion space that are then used to normalize to standard space (Montreal 

Neurological Institute, MNI). Thinning of the voxels based on TBSS approach is 

advantageous in improving the sensitivity of diffusion measures in GM; however, it could 

lead to missing some of the significant regions of interest within GM. Also, the registration 

approach followed in N-GBSS has the possibility of compromising the sensitivity of voxel-

based correspondence when compared to using better registration and segmentation 

methods. Caveats associated with using TBSS based approach have been presented in recent 

literature [4] could hold true for GBSS approaches as well, e.g., anatomical inaccuracies and 

bias in skeleton projection step, effect of varying the threshold in skeletonization process, 

noise dependency on the shape of the skeleton.

In this work, we present the GM surface based spatial statistics (GS-BSS) approach where 

the GM central surface is derived from structural scans using Multi-Atlas Cortical 

Reconstruction Using Implicit Surface Evolution (MaCRUISE) [5]. MaCRUISE has been 

shown to have superior performance in achieving surface accuracy by combining multi-atlas 

segmentation with cortical surface reconstruction. Structural images are segmented and 

normalized to MNI template space with diffeomorphic anatomical registration using 

exponentiated lie algebra (DARTEL) method [6] and smooth correspondence between 

cortical surfaces is obtained with diffeomorphic spectral matching [7]. This method retains 

the speed advantage of spectral matching approach while assuring smooth correspondence 

between surfaces by performing spectral analysis of the joint graph Laplacian after an initial 

surface match. To validate our results, we have applied GS-BS on identifying underlying 

microstructural changes in GM regions between healthy and psychosis groups.

Individuals with psychosis exhibit microstructure changes in prefrontal cortex, including 

reduced spine density and shorter total dendritic length [8,9]. Recent in vivo studies have 

demonstrated the ability of NODDI in identifying the group differences between healthy and 

psychosis groups in white matter [10] and GM regions [3,11]. Using the NODDI model, 

neurite orientation dispersion index (ODI), a putative marker of dendritic structure and 

complexity, was calculated and compared between healthy controls and individuals with 

psychosis.

2 METHODS

Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

In this study, we considered a dataset with 114 subjects of whom 47 are healthy and 67 are 

classified as psychosis group. T1 MPRAGE (256 × 256 mm FOV, 1 × 1 × 1 mm, TE=2ms, 

TR=8.95 ms and TI=643 ms) and diffusion weighted MRI were acquired on a 3T scanner 
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(Achieva, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil. The 

data were acquired at 2.5mm isotropic resolution with FOV of 96 × 96 using DW PGSE-EPI 

sequence (TR=2.65s, TE=101ms) and Gmax = ~37.5 mT/m. The diffusion scan protocol 

included a B0 map, two diffusion shells with b-values of 1000 s/mm2 (24 directions), and a 

HARDI shell with b-value of 2000 s/mm2 (60 directions). For eddy current correction, the 

diffusion-weighted images (DWI) are first affinely registered to b0 with 12 degrees of 

freedom using FLIRT in FSL 5.0 [12]. The registration matrix of each DWI is then used to 

measure patient movement and the gradient table is rotated accordingly.

The flowchart of the approach followed in our method is described in Fig. 1 where 

registration and segmentation steps are performed on T1 weighted image.

Each subject’s structural scan was segmented into GM, white matter, and cerebral-spinal 

fluid (CSF) tissue classes using the VBM8 toolbox (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/) for 

SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Following segmentation, the GM tissue class 

images were normalized to a 1.5 mm template image in MNI space (http://

www.mni.mcgill.ca/), included with the VBM8 toolbox using the high dimensional 

DARTEL normalization method [6]. After an initial affine registration of the DARTEL 

templates to the corresponding tissue probability maps in MNI space (http://

www.mni.mcgill.ca/), non-linear warping of the segmented images was then performed to 

match the corresponding MNI space DARTEL templates (GM, WM). Forward and inverse 

deformation fields are saved that can be used in further processing.

Individual T1 images are segmented and GM surfaces are derived using MaCRUISE as 

described in [5] where inner, central and outer cortical surfaces are reconstructed by using 

the topology-preserving geometric deformable surface model. GM central surface is then 

normalized to MNI space by applying inverse deformation field to the vertices. As the 

cortical surfaces derived between subjects do not have predefined correspondence, non-rigid 

surface registration is required after normalizing to MNI space. The following procedure is 

followed to account for misalignment of vertices and get voxel-based correspondence 

needed for group analysis.

Target selection

The Mahalanobis distance (MD) is calculated from each point in a source surface to target 

surface which is a multi-dimensional generalization of the idea of measuring how many 

standard deviations away P is from the mean of D. The mean of this metric as shown in Eq. 

1 is taken to be the distance measure between surfaces for comparison, where d is the 

distance metric from surface Y to surface X, μx and Cx are the mean and covariance of X.

(1)

Average distances of individual surfaces from all other surfaces are calculated by taking 

mean of distance measures for that subject. Finally target surface Ts is chosen based on the 
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minimum distance measure where {(x1,yi), (x2,y2),..,(xn,yn)} are the vertices on the target 

surface.

Surface projection

Let Ss ={(x1,yi),(x2,y2),..,(xk,yk)} be the vertices on each surface S. The Delaunay 

triangulation, DT (S), based on the convex hull of points in S [13] is generated which 

ensures that the circumcircle associated with each triangle contains no other point in its 

interior. N-D nearest point search is performed to obtain initial match K1, between source 

surface S and the target surface Ts using DT (S). Similarly, corresponding indices K2, from 

Ts to S are captured. K1 and K2 are used as starting point for execution of diffeomorphic 

spectral matching [7]. Weighted adjacency matrices are calculated for both surfaces as W1 

and W2 based on vertices and edge information from each surface. The single 

correspondence graph is obtained based on the volumetric entity formed by the two surfaces 

and with associated links obtained through K1 and K2. The spectral matching algorithm 

yields the final transformation files C12 and C21 that can be used to register Ts to S and vice 

versa. All the points in source surface Si that match with corresponding point on Ts based on 

the correlation map C12 obtained in above step be Pn. Individual measurements from GM 

surface can then be projected onto the target surface by taking an average of intensity values 

from all the points in Pn. Surface coordinates are converted to actual volume coordinates by 

applying the inverse transform of the matrix from image volume in MNI space to the 

vertices.

NODDI processing

The NODDI model was applied and processed using Accelerated Microstructure Imaging 

via Convex Optimization (AMICO) [https://github.com/daducci/AMICO_matlab] to 

estimate intracellular volume fraction (Vic), isotropic volume fraction (Viso) and orientation 

dispersion index (ODI), which is defined as in Eq. 2 where K is the concentration parameter 

of the Watson distribution.

(2)

ODI is the metric of interest in further analysis for this study. NODDI metrics are first co-

registered to intra-subject T1 through the minimally weighted diffusion image using 

normalized mutual information as a similarity metric. These are then transformed to MNI 

space by applying forward deformation field obtained from the DARTEL registration step 

with nearest neighbor interpolation. The nonlinear transform from the spectral matching is 

applied to the NODDI data to project onto the target surface for group analysis.

N-GBSS processing

GM fraction based on ODI and FA are calculated and a corresponding pseudoT1 is 

generated in diffusion space used for the registration to MNI space as proposed in N-GBSS 

[3]. A threshold of 0.55 is empirically set for GM mask relaxing it to capture more number 
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of highly probable GM voxels based on our dataset as original threshold of 0.65 is yielding 

further thinner skeleton.

Experimental setup/Statistical Analysis

The proposed method is tested on schizophrenic population in identifying the significant 

regions of decreased ODI between healthy and psychosis groups. In this study, we 

considered a dataset with 114 subjects of whom 47 are healthy and 67 are classified as 

psychosis group. To compare the sensitivity retained after registration in identifying 

significant regions between the groups, VBM analysis is performed in SPM. All individual 

ODI maps are merged into a 4D volume to prepare for voxel-based analysis within GM 

surface skeleton regions. A design matrix is formed with unpaired 2 sample t-tests between 

the groups adjusting for age. Permutation-based statistics are performed on skeletonized 

ODI for each method using FSL randomize (10,000 permutations) and results are presented 

for prefrontal cortex regions of anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG) and median frontal cortex 

(mFC) in Table 1. P-values < 0.05 family-wise error (FWE) corrected for multiple 

comparisons are considered to be significant.

3 RESULTS

N-GBSS based skeleton and GS-BSS based skeleton are overlaid on mean ODI (Fig. 2). As 

can be noticed from the qualitative image, the coverage of N-GBSS based skeleton is limited 

especially in the cortical folding regions. Mean voxel count after skeletonization is around 

~56K from N-GBSS where as it is around ~101K for GS-BSS. However, N-GBSS captures 

subcortical regions (e.g., putamen and caudate) which are not overlapped with cortical 

surface based skeleton from GS-BSS.

In the ROI analysis, ODI for the medial PFC sub-region is reduced in psychosis patients. To 

validate the group differences specific to these regions, permutation tests are performed by 

passing mask of mFC and ACG to both N-GBSS and GS-BSS skeleton images. Significant 

results from group comparison between healthy and psychosis patients are shown in Fig. 3 

and significant values are presented in Table 1. N-GBSS showed significant differences in 

the anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG) but with fewer voxels in the cluster compared to that of 

GS-BSS. Also, the medial frontal cortex (mFC) was identified to be significant with p<0.001 

using GS-BSS approach whereas none of the voxels showed significance from N-GBSS 

approach. Fig. 4(a) shows the overlay of mFC region with skeletons from both the methods 

where it is noticeable that there is little overlap of N-GBSS skeleton on this region that could 

be causing this issue.

4 DISCUSSION

While N-GBSS yields significant GM voxels that are sensitive to underlying microstructural 

changes, it still has some limitations. Fig. 4 illustrates issues with possible improvement 

from GS-BSS. N-GBSS was not able to capture the mFC that has shown to be significant 

with GS-BSS with high probability (p<0.01). Secondly, GS-BSS yields larger number of 

highly probable GM voxels on the overall skeleton (Fig 4b) which is indicative of greater 
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sensitivity to capture underlying changes for further analysis. VBM based ODI results are 

shown in Fig 4c (uncorrected p<0.001 thresholding at 250 voxels).

After applying the correction for multiple comparisons, none of the regions are shown to be 

significant in N-GBSS where as significant clusters (FWEcorr p<0.005 at cluster level with 

1797 voxels) in the prefrontal cortex are seen in the overall ODI with GS-BSS. Lastly, 

though the results are validated on NODDI derived indices, GS-BSS can be applied to any 

parameter of interest for analyzing the results in GM.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a novel technique to carry out voxel wise spatial statistics 

using GM surfaces. We demonstrated the application of this approach to NODDI based 

metrics in identifying the group differences between healthy and psychosis subjects. We 

have shown the quantitative differences between the significant regions identified with N-

GBSS and GS-BSS. By utilizing the established methods of registration and segmentation, 

the sensitivity can be retained for performing voxel-wise group analysis compared to N-

GBSS method. Moreover, we have shown that using the GM surface as opposed TBSS based 

skeleton provides more number of highly probable GM voxels that can be helpful in further 

analysis.

In summary, when compared to N-GBSS, GS-BSS yielded (1) double the number of most 

probable GM voxels within cortical regions that can be used for further analysis, (2) better 

sensitivity in VBM analysis with registration based on structural image, and (3) significant 

associations in regions that are reported to have altered microstructure in psychosis group 

from post mortem studies. GS-BSS can be applied to any parameter of interest to understand 

the underlying diffusion microstructural changes in GM.
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Fig. 1. 
For each subject, DARTEL registration and MaCRUISE segmentation performed on T1 and 

all the metrics of interest transformed to MNI space using DARTEL deformations as shown 

in dotted line. GM surfaces of all subjects in MNI space are then projected onto a target 

surface using diffeomorphic spectral matching (DSM). Corresponding mappings are used 

for projecting NODDI intensity values yielding skeletonized results for performing cross 

subject voxel based metrics (VBM) analysis.
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Fig. 2. 
Mean ODI image with an overlay of N-GBSS based skeleton (blue) and GS-BSS based 

skeleton (yellow) on different axial slices with corresponding z index in MNI space. GS-

BSS closely follows the cortical structure with ~101K highly probable GM voxels compared 

to ~56k with N-GBSS.
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Fig. 3. 
Significant regions with FWE corrected p<0.05 where ODI in healthy>psychosis. GS-BSS 

skeleton is represented in green. Results from GS-BSS on row 1 highlighted in red-yellow 

where ODI in psychosis group is reduced compared to healthy. N-GBSS results on row 2 

only showed significant difference in ACG region and not mFC.
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Fig. 4. 
Comparison between N-GBSS and GS-BSS methods (a) Segmented GM skeletons with 

corresponding multi atlas labels. (b) VBM results for whole brain analysis after registration 

with threshold at 250 voxels (p<0.001 uncorrected) (c) GM skeletons with mFC region (red) 

overlaid on mean ODI where N-GBSS has less coverage compared to GS-BSS.
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